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Abstract

The coal samples \fel'e collected from different depths of bore-holes GDH-38
and GDH 39 of Barapukuria coal lliine For chal'actel'i:fJllon, proximate
analysis were done according to AST!lI slondm;dr The coal,~werefound to haFe
low moisture, low ash and high volatile matrq and high calor(flc vallles on the
bo,is of which the coals were ranked as high volalile bitui/Jinoustype,

The average moisture and ash content of the coals of horehole GDH-38 were
about 2.72 wt% and 6.26 wt% rf?speClivelywith an average volatile matter
content of 35.5% and fixed Carbon content of 55.28% on dry ash free basis
(daj). The average mmstrlre and ash content of the c'Jals o.(bon' hole GDj-{-39
were about 2.7% wt% and 6J)7% re.\pectivel)' with an avel"<lgevolatile matter
content of30% and fixed Carbon content of 58.8% on dlJ' ash free basis, The
calorific value oflhe coals of these t1FObore holes were about 28750 KJ/Kg and
29000 KJIKg,

Struchlral characterization was accomplished using infrared flR) spectroscopy.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, KBr pelfet tecnmqlle was applied and a double
in.fi'ared spectrophotometer WIU IIsed to take the JR ,pectl'U!!! of the coal
samples. Different orgamc and Inorganic constituents were identified

D.C. electncal resistivity have been measured of COllisamples as fimctions of
Foliage. lemperatlJre and thickness. For the voltage variarion measurements the
range was 0-/50 Vand for the /emperatllre vanatlOn the temperafllre range was
300K to 500K. Both the Illmp sample and diSCsample were lIsedfor the voltage
variation measuremenlS, For tempera/tire ",mation only IWllp samples were
used. For the thickness vanation lIleaSllremel1l dlse samples oj" dijferent
thickness were prepared. The resistivily 1,\' 1'101highly affected by Foliage
variarion brlt trends to decrease. From the i3.\pel'llt1entalrrsult II is observed that
In the temperature range 300-360K the resistivity decreases and increases upto
440K. Over this temperature the re,\'I,mvilydecreases, Then it can be cone/uded
Ihat the variatIOnof resistiVity with lemperamre have not a defimle trend. But at
different tf?mperatures all the samples exhibll almost the same nature. the
activation energy o( the coal samples of GDH-38 and GDH-39 have been
quantitativel)' calclilated/!'olll log In Pde V,I' liT tK) c/lrve jar the sample of 205m
and 340m deapth ofGDII-38. 111'0 actlvmi()n encrgy have been colclilated jar
both samples jar GDII-38 (205m tiepth) the acrivarion energies are 0.2 7eV and
O.50el/:For GDH-38 (340m depth), Ille aCliFatlOnenergy 0.45",Vw1d) 0.20eV
The results of activatruo/Jnenerg;for all rilesafllples is below leV



Aat lower temperature reSislivif)' decl'eases, Impurity IOns and moisture pia)" an
importanr role In the flow or electl'lc current, The I'emovn! of mOist/He is
accompamed by a chnraclel"lstir chung/! in resl.flil'ily, AI low tempel'at!~re, the
molswre percentage IS high and Ihe change 111 declrical resistivity increases on
el'olulion of moisi/He At low tempera!llre, /here I.t a sharp decl'easi'S in ihe
reSistivity oicoal,

To observe dlf'lectric Pl'opertles (!( dna! ,\'(1Ii1pledlelectnc consiant, a,e,
conductivity and dle/eclnc losses 111'(' me([\','lred asOfimcllOn a/frequency. The
ji'equency ranges frolll lOk}1::. /0 /2.1,/1/::;, The genera! Irend is that the
conductlvil)' Increoses as Ihe finlli(;II(~L' lil,:rmsel. /11high frequency (6xl (/'Hz),
conduci/vity decreases sharply (111(1 u,~mu 1nfJ't'aseJ liplO /0" Hz, The dielectric
loss decreases as Ihe Fequc>!!c)' iIICI'<W'C,I'I'pto 8J-/(/]{;: and above this
frequency It InCreaSes, after Ih'ii il dCtTem'cs', The dlelec/ric onnSlant decrew,'cs
as the frequency incl'eas,,_\ (11)(/ aI fIJi,!:/i eqllcncy ,'1 decreases very small and
above 7xlri'Hz, Ihe dieleetnc COr1\'/OlltmcrNISf'f, Thi\' behaviour suggests that
the probable meehan/Sill or comilic/inn IS hopping either hy I1Innehng or by
jUlllpmg OWl' the barner,
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Chapter 1

1.1 Introduction to the CoalResearch

1
General Introduction

Coal is the most plentiful resource of conventional energy and it fonus the

backbone of the modem industrial civilization. In the modern development of

coal science including coal mining, a detail study of physical behaviour of coal

is essential. The recent discovery of coal mines in the Northem zone of

Bangladesh provides a major opportunity in studying the quality of ooal and to

fmd their possible diversified uses. At present, it is in the state of extraction from

the mines.

Coal is a very important natura! resource and much effort has been expended

and is still being expended on making the be~t use orit. This has been paralleled

by the intensive investigation of coal ~tructure, which has proved to be a

challenging subject for scientific study.

Coal consists of a complex mixture of organic chemical substances containing

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in chemical combination, together with smaller

amounts of nitrogen and sulfur. Coal is, in fact, a fossil fonned mainly by the

action of temperature and pressure on plant debris. The organic part of coal has

associated with its various amounts of moisture and minerals(l.,].

The degree of coalification or rank of thc coal increases progreSBively from

lignite through low-rank coal to high rank coal to anthracite. The carbon content

increases and the oxygen and hydrogen contents decrease throughout the series,

while the reactivity decreases.
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2

General IntroductWn

The three main types of coal, namely low-rank (non-eoking or weakly coking),

medium-rank (coking) and high-rank correspond approximately to three types of

structure. The first type characteristic of low-rank coals, has small layers more

or less randomly orientated and connected as cross-linb, so that the structure is

highly porous. The second type characteristic of coking coals, shows a greater

degree of orientation and consequently a greater tendency towards parallel

stacking; there are less cross-links. fewer pores and the structure has some

similarities to that of a liquid. The third tyPe, seen in high-rank. coals and

anthracites, shows a growth of the individual layers a marked increase in the

degree of orientation and the development of a new type of pore elongated

parallel to the stacks of layers. The progressive changes throughout the

coalification process can thus be visualized,

Coal is a physically heterogeneous and chemically complex solid, Coal rank and

maceral composition play key roles in the chemical reactions of coal. The effect

of coal rank on coal reactivity is obvious because the basis of rank classification,

namely per cent carbon, also characterizes the chemical structure of coal. As the

coal rank increases. the aromatic lamellae' grow in proportion and in size. and

their alignment becomes more perfect'4-8J •

Coal is ranked as lignite, sub-bitumious coal, bituminous coal and anthracite.

Classification of coal by rank is based on the continuous evolution of the parent

material towards a pure carbon structureI9J. Consequently, the percent carbon of

a coal is a basic variable in coal classification by rank. Nevertheless, the ASTM

rank classification is based upon the percent volatile for high rank coals and the

calorific value for low rank coals.
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1.2 Review of earlier work

,
General Introduction

The techno-economic feasibility as well as the precursor states for the

graphitization of coal found in Northern zone of Bangladesh has already been

studied[lo-l~l.Coals are classified as higher rank of bituminous type with low

sulfur content, mostly medium volatile and partly coking type. Coking coals are

used in the metallurgical industry. Higher rank coal behaves as an intrinsic

semiconductor because of having higher number of aromatic ring compounds.

The dielectric constant of the coal increase..~with increasing degree of

metamorphism, which arises due to the presence of pnlarizable electrons in the

condensed aromatic system. Dielectric constant, dielectric loss and electrical

conductivity are the basic electrical parameters of coal. The conductivity of coal

is caused by the partial mobility of electrons in the coal structure, which occurs

because of unpaired electrons or the free radicals. The rapid rise in electrical

conductivity is believed to be increasing grapltitoid character of the coal I.e.

three-dimensional ordering oftlie carbon atoms to rorm a graphitoid lattice.

The structure of graphite consists of e"1ensiveparallel layers of carbon atoms

arranged in condensed, aromatic arrays, the layernheing mutually orientated and

separated by a distanc,e of O.335nm (the carbon-carbon Vander Waals'

distancep5l. The parallel stacking of layern in coal is similar, but lacks mutual

orientation between layers, and the average spacing between layers is somewhat
larger.
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Genera/Introductioll

Electrical properties of coal also include eketrica! phenomena like tribo-elec.1rie

effect. induced polmization. high volmge polarization and electrical breakdown,

TIle electrical properties arc of intcrc~t in the ekc1rolinking process for

permeability enhancement and as a medns to locate regions will1 different

physical properties during ill-situ coal gflsificatiotl. TIlcrmal and electrical

properties of Herrin No. 61l1inoi~Bnsin bituminous coal haw been measured by

Hasan Dindi, Xiao-Hollg Bai and William R, K. Kranll!17t. TIle electrical

resistivity has been detemlined (t~a flltlction ol'temperaturc, applied \'Oltage and

moisture content using the L\STivl standard m..:thodD257-78 and a special

guardcd-e1cc-trodenppnratus, The diclec1rie hreakdown strcngth has becn

dctermined as a function of sampk moisture. ~alllpk thickni'Ss. electrode size,

voltage rak of ri~cand tt:mp,-,nllllreu'iing 111eASTid standard mcthod D 149-

81. They concluded tllal the~e COilI" arc electrically anisotropic in nalure, After

reVle\V1ngseveral ~tlldi<l~un l1itominous e<lHl.anthracite. Clendenin el a/.

concluded thaI anthracitc and hitUlllil]()\1,,'oal are cleetricall~' ani~olropic[181,

The electrical properties of coals arc I'unctioll~<,[ 1l10i~111re.applied voltage.

temperalure, organic and inorg:otlieil11pllriti~s.contents of a~h ctc. Ekctricill

propcl1ies('[these coals arc 10he studied to dllcidak their gr,lphitizahility,

1.3 Ohjectins of theResearch

Several researCherS!I~.ll]hayc w01lecl <'11the clc.;tl'ical re~isti\"ityof .:oal in

ahroad, HOIVC\'er,no work has becil calTicd Olll to date on the electrical

properties of Bangladeshi coal. Cu,il" ar~ hctcr0gc1\coUSin character. The

fonnntioll of coul varies 1'1'0111pla(.'<.'I,) plnc~ and that is why no two coal~ are

•
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Genera/Introduction

sam~. A study of the c1cc1ri<::11I'Wf1"T1ks lllil.I' proyid~ necessary infoffimtiotl,

which might help in mining of coal .II-omBnrapuh.nrin shallow basin, It is from

this point ofyiew. the present work nn ekelrlcal reslsti\'itv has been undertaken.

The present study is directed townrdo :\Il inw~tigatiotl orthe electrical properties

of coals. The m<lj()rit~,.of th" e;;periment, were mad", with th", bright cOllh, of

relati\"ely unuolID eicmeutal composition

•

,

. (
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•Physics oJeoal and Carbon
(:
",

2.1 Stnlcture ofCoal

Coal is a fossilized plant material. Coal is.a sedimentary rock accumulated as

peat composed principally of macerals and subordinately of minerals, and

containing water and gases in submicroscopic pores, Macerals are organic

substances derived from plant tissues cell contents and exudates that are variably

subjected to decay incorporated into sedimentary !l\.rafa, iUld that altered

physically and chemically by natural (geological) processes.

Coal is not a uniform mixture of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, sulfur and minor

proportions of other elements, simply a unifonn, polyaromatic, polymeric

substance, Thus coal is a complex polymeric solid without repeating monomeric

unit~ Specifically the basic ~rocture of cual is a graphite-like aromatic!

hydroaromatic system. The aromatic rings in the aromaticihydroaromatic

structure form lamellae. The corresponding number of condense aromatic rings

per lamellae increaseswith coal rank: one to two rings for low-rank vitrains and

three to five for vitrains containing 90% carbon (on an mar basis). These

aromatic lamellae, in groups of two or more, are stacked and fonn larger,

imperfect sheets or ring clusters. The sheets or clusters are buckled due to the

presence of hydroaromatic or five membered rings. The fraction of aromatic

lamellae in the stacked sheets or ring clusters and thus, the aromaticity increase

as the rank increases. Meanwhile, the average separation between lamellae

comes smaller and the buckled sheet~become flater. As a result, a graphite like

~cture is reached as the rank reaches anthradte.
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Coals of the lowest rank possess a pol)meric character i.e. their lamellae are

linked by bridges. As coalification advances these bonds gradually disappean>

while the aromatic lamellae start growing in ~ize with the result that the Vander

Waals forces acting between them become stronger. As the resultant of these two

effects is weakest in the range 850/0-91% carbon, it follows that the aromatic

lamellae of coking coal possess the highest degree of mobility. lbus it is clear

that as coalification advances the number of bridges decreases and the crystalline

fonnation increases.

2.2 Classification of Coal

Coals are classified by rank and by petrographic composition. Petrographic

classification is concerned with coal constituents of di:lferent origins while rank

classification is based upon the degree of coalification[J.2J. The coalification is a

continuous evolution and degradation of the parent plant material toward a pure

carbon or graphite .structure. The parent material itself originating from different

parts of the plant, is rather heterogeneous. The heterogeneity is amplified as a

result of mixing with inorganic sediment during coalification. These physically

distinctive, chemically di:lferent entities form the basis for petrographic

classification. Specifically, petrographic classification is based on variatiOII!l in

physical characteristics as derived from degradation of di:lfererrt parts of the

parent material. In contrast, rank classification is based on the maturity of the

coal as a whole in the co.alification process.
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PhysU:$ oJCoal and Carbon

Qassification of Coa)

!
Rank classification
(based upon degree of
coalification)

~

l
Petrographic classification
(11aceral groupsILitho, types)

Maceral groups
~

Lignite Sub-bituminous Bituminous Anthracite

~
Vitrinite +Exinite

!
Micrinite

l
Inertinite

l
Fusinite

Rank Classification

Coal is ranked as lignite, sub-bituminous coal. and anthracite. Classification of

coal by rank is based on the continuous evolution of the parent material towards

a pure carbon structure. Consequently, the percent carbon of a coal is a basic

variable in coal classification by rank.

In coal petrography, the rank of coal is measured by the reflectance of vitrinite

since vitrinite is the most abundant maceral group. The rank of coal increases as

the reflectance of vitrinite increases. The mean reflectance of vitrinite increases

from 0.26% to 6.09% and an incre3JT1ent of 1% is called a V-step.
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Petrographic Oassiflcation

i) Coal maceral groups

Coal is composed of physically distinct entities. TIlese entities are coal mw;erals,

pores, and minerals. Coal macerals are conunonly grouped into exinite, vitrinite

and inertinite. Inertinite is often further divided into micrinites and fiwinites.

Macerals ~e grouped[3] into vitrinite, exinite (liptinite) and inertinite, as shown
ill following table

Maceral Group Maceral
Vitrinite Collinoid

Telinoid
Exinite (Liptinite) Sporinoid

Cutinoid
Aiginoid
Resinoid
Waxes

Inertinite Micronoid
Sc1erotinoid
Semifusinoid
Fusinoid

il) Lithotypes

Coal constituents were classified macroscopically by Stopes into four lithotypes:

Vitrain, Clarain, durain and fusain.
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The maceral groups of these lithotypes are given below:

Stopes classification oflitbotypes.

MacroscopicLithotypes MicroscopicMaceral groups

Vitrain Vitrinite

Clarain Vitrinite dominant

Exinite and inertinite less dominant

Dm"" Micrinite dominant

Vitrinite less dominant

Fusain Fusinite

2.3 Thermal behaviour of Coal

Coal is predominantly used as a fuel for production of heat and power. Basic

steps in the use of coal for power generation consist of

1 Convemion of the chemical energy stored in coal to thermal energy,

in the form of high temperature gases, by combustion with air in a
furnace (or burner),

2, Transfer of heat rrom the conlbustion gases to an intermediate

working fluid such as high pressure superheated steam through a
boiler unit.

3. Expansion of the working fluid through an engme or turbine to

produce mechanical energy and

4. Conversion of the mechanical energy to electrical energy for

distribution. Many arrangements are possible in the assembly of

componentsfonning the boiler unit
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Combustion of coal Involves three stages:

I, Devolatilization

2. Vapor phase oxidation ofth~ volatile matter

3. Burning of the solid residue (or char)

Devolatilization and vapour phase oxid"tion of Ill., volatiles involve simple

reactions affecting the ignition temperature [uld flame stability only. In contrast

the burning of char involves romplex reaction meehanisms[41 which have much

to do with how fast and efficiently rombustion progresses.

The heat of combustion (i.e.) calorific value of an organIc compound is

associated with the band energies between the atoms and therefore, with the

character of the bonds.

When coals are heated under inert atmosphere, five stages of reactiOlliiace seen.

i) Endothennic reaction at 100°C to 120.C due to evaporation of water ,

ii) Exothennic change with a small amount of volatilization in the

temperature range of200.C -300.C being more pronounced for lignite

than for higher rank coals, (possibly due to decarboxylation),

jii) Endothermic reaction with considerable volatilization and development

of plasticity at temperature ranges of 350 to 460.C (less in low rank

coats),

IV) Exothermic reaction with little volatilization at 480 to 54O.C due to

resolidification of the plastic mass,

v) Endothermic reaction at 670-720"C with release of hydrogen and

shrinkage of the residual mass or cokel5,61.

,
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When bituminous coals are heated up they undergo a series of changes of phase.

L The coal particles soften (around 400°C) and become fluid like

2. Swelling takes place as soon as the particles are sufficien11yfused

together to offer appreciable resistance to the flow of the volatile

matter which has resulted from decomposition,

3. Swelling ceases at a temperature around SOO"C when the coal has

lost its plasticity and begins to resolid.ifYinto a coherent body with a

porous structure called coke. These behaviour of coal between the

softening and resolidilication temperatures are generally referred to

as plastic properties of coal. Softening is a pure physical phenomenon

ofmelting, independent ofpyrolytic reactions.

2.4 Electrical behaviour of Coal

2.4.1 Electrical conductivity

Electrical conductivity is a measure of the ability of a material to conduct

electric current. The electrical conductivity of coal is generally discussed in

terms of specific resistance which is reciprocal of conductivity. Specific

resistance is defined as the resistance of a block of coal 1m long and having 1m2

cross-section.

Main constituent of coal macerals. is carbon. One of the allotropic fonn of

carbon is diamond which is an insulator in its pure fonn. Practically all the

conductivity in diamond is due to impurities which make it an intrinsic semi-

boron which lowers its resistivity. Coal is an organic rock having inorganic

I,
I,
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organic materials have centred on resonance structure. The benzene ring is the

best example. The six sided ring consi&1sof alternating single and double bonds

which are capable of shifting back and forth at tremendously high frequency.

This resonance bond, not only increa.~ethe stability but also pennit.~the motion

of electrons ring. If such resonance structures could be produced in which the

resonance path were very long, electronic conductivity could be realised.

Coal being a complex heterogeneous substance. the nature of its electrical

oonductivity is very complex. Electrical conductivity of ooal consists of (i)

electronic charge transport as is observed in graphite, but the conduction would

depends upon the localized band tails overlapping in the mobility gaps as

observed in amorphous material (ii) charge transfer through bulk molions due to

presence of polar side chains and aliphatic bridges (iii) ionic conductance in

most sample due 10dissolved impurities. lbe conductivity of coal is explained in

part by partial mobility of electrons in coal lattice which occum because of

unpaired electrons and free radicals. The conductivity of coal is a function of its

physical and petrographic character, the mineral composition and degree of

metamorphism. The conductivity also depends on several factors such as

temperature, pressure and moisture of coal. Minerals matters also influence the

conductivity.

Bituminous coal macerals have liquid like structure. Lamellae show same

orientation, forming crystallites comprising two or more units lamellae. This

short range ordering of the bituminous coal might be imparting a semi-

conducting property 10it. In anthracite, degree of ordering oflamellae is greatly

I

I
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aromatic compounds like ovelene show the properties of intrinsic semi.

conductivity. This intrinsic semi-conducting behaviour can be easily visualized

ifwe remember the graphitisation of ooal in anthracite.

The resistivity (reciprocal of conductivity) of dry sample of c1arainand vitrain is

more than 3 x 106 Olun.m, while the resistivity of susain is lower, 10 to 102

Ohm/m. Weakly metamorphosed low rank coals with less percentage have

resistivity as high as 108 to 1012 Olun.m, when dry and as low as 10) to 104

Ohm/m when moist. With increasing metamorphism, the resistivity increases to

a maximum, Further metamorphism leads to a reduction of the organic radicals

in coal causing the resistivityto be lower. Impurities [ike kaolinite in a coal with

intennediate degree of carbonisation will be marked by decrease in the

resi!rtivity.

Transition from subanthracite to anthracite coal cause a sharp decrease in the

resistivity. This rapid fall in resistivity of semi.anthracite and anthracite is

attributed to graphitization i.e. three dimensional ordering of the carbon atom to

form a graphitoid lattice.

The electrical resi!rtivity of ooal are quite pronounced at high temperature

(especially above 600°C) where ooal ;;tructure begins to breakdown. Moisture

affects the resistivity to a marked e;,.1ent, resulting in greater decreased

resi!rtivity.To avoid the anamolies initial measurement are usualy taken at

approximately 200°C and then continued to [owertemperature,

j
\
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On SandaL Sehuynr and Van Krevelen found thnt resistivity of nnthracite

decreases exponentially with rising tcmpernturc. It CmJhe concluded from their

lindings and the lindings of InoKuchi that anthraci~ is intrinsic scmi-conductor.

Upl0 94~'ocarbon content coal is is(llfopie semiconductor and above 94% carbon

content conI is anisotropic semi-conductor.

Tiwary and ;\,[ukhdeol61havc observed that rcsi~1ivity of vitrain decrease with

increasing dielectric constant which i~j\\q oppo~ite to general trend. The similar

result !lan: I)e,;n rcpol1ed hy Parki ,Olncnko for coal \\ itll lllore than RO% carbon

content

The rapid rise in electrical lOnducli\ it\' with rank in the region of 87% earbol1

nnd higher is undoubledly due h'the Increasing graphitoid character of the coal

ill this region; conduction IS (\nl\' I'0",ibk \\'h<J11the ~ledrL\n;, ar<lfree to mo\'e

from one molecule to another, which moycmcnt will he llamper,'d the more as

the mo1ccule arc less well oricn!cJ and holes arc left between t!JceiTI,

COIlSC(lllently.graphiti7.alion i.':, lh['cc.(li1l1cl1~iclllalordcring of the carbon atoms

to rOml a gTaphilO1d lattice. ne,'c%.)[Ily inl'oilTs nn illcrea~e in e1ecttical

condllctana.,

In tact this phenomenon has IWCI]"h~erYc'd Il\' 1ll,lIly invcstigators. Some of

th"m even wen! so far u~ to sug£;L's11h,It.:kctric,,1 condudivity might be used a"

u measure of the intricate chemical ;lIH[physical l11odit1caliollS0ccuring ill coal

during COKefomlationlR] or a~ all indo: "ftll," coke quality
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An importan1 fador in eke/rical conductiuil IS til..:innncnce oftemperatur" It is

well known that the resislance of metallic condllc1or~ is proportional to the

absolute ten'peratur"_ The re~istallcc of ~ellli-conductors. 011tll(: other hand.

decreilse~ eXpOll~'1ltiatty with ,t ri~e in temperaturc, and obcys the relation.

'"p=Be2kT

where B is a temperature independent constant and tlu is ,ill energy banier

which the electrons have to surmount ;n order to participate in tile conduction.

The theoretical intC!1JI"etationof semi-couduction is bascd 011the band theory of

solid subswnees. An electron in a cryslal wanders through th" periodic -field

produced by the regular fllTflllgcment of the atom nuclei. A~ a result, the energy

level~ of the electrons, which in the isolilted atoms are discrete, broaden into

bands in tile crystal. If the valence band is nol fully occupied with eleetrollS, the

electroumay (by the action of an electric Held) be excited to a somewhat higher

energy level, thus aequiring a greater impulse and making the crystal an electric

conductor.

If the valence band is completely -filled this ean not occ\)["at the absolute zero of

temperatnrc, At higher temperatures. however, this pos.~ihi1ity exb1s for those

electrons which, owing to tllelr kinetic cn",rgy, arc capable of traversing the

forbidden regioll hehveen the tilled and the unfilled levels.

If now this forhidden region (/,u) b"tween the two levels is wide compared with

kT, the material will behavc like an insulator, If, on the other band, 6u is

comparable to kT, the subfrtance is all intrinsic semi-conductor figure 2.1.
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Figure 2. J : nand stmdurc of semi ~ond\lctors and inslll alor

If the periodicity is disturbed. as DlliYbe the case whcn the lattice C()ntains a

foreign atom, "discrete" levels whose wave functions are localized about the

disturbance or foreign atom, will also occur.

If such a perturbation level is located in tJle forbidden region at a short distance

below the conducting band, lin electron of the foreign atom may, by its thermal

movement, penetrate into the conducting band; then the substance is an extrinsic

semi-conductor of the n-type. When the perturbation level lies just over the fined

valence band, it may take up electrons from the filled band thus leaving

vacancies in it so that conduction by holes may occur. In that case the substance

is an extrinisic semi-conductor of the p-type figure 2.1.

,
j
"
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2.4.2 Anthraclk as intrinsic semi-conductor

It has been rrtated that polycondensed aromatics may behave like senu.

conductors. More specifically, these aromatics must be included among the

group of intrinsic semi-conductors. Inokuchi's investigation.~[91on compounds of

such types as ovalene, ••.iolanthrene. violanthrone. etc. have shown that these are

intrinsic semi-conductors.

As coal is largely built up of large aromatic ring systems, it might be anticipated

that coal will also behave like an intrinsic semi-conductor. As pointed out

earlier, this is only possible if the coal has been "graphitized" to some extent.

Evidence in support of this supposition has been furnished by SandorllO], who

noted that the resistance of carbonized coal decreases exponcntially with rising

tempcrattlre. It was also found by Schuyer and Van Krevelen/ll] from

measurements on anthracites (vitriniteg with 910/0-96% carbon) between room

temperature and about 200"C. In view of their own [mdings and the results

obtained by Inokuchi, Schuyer and Van Krevelen concluded that anthracites arc

intrinsic semi-conductors.

According to Northrop and Simpson[12]there is a finite probability of ionization

from the bound excited states due to the perturbing field. From a free electron

model Platt[13]derived that the energy levels are inversely proportional to the

aromatic surface area. hence, the linear relation between 1m and S.l is plausible.
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, Str,i1ilic.rioll

L""Id, ""'"

Figure 2.2 Diagram of charge transport through coal.

An import.mt aspect of the semi-conductance of anthracites is 111althe 8U value

of electrically anisotropic coal is practically independent of the direction of the

current with respect to the bedding plane. This may be understood by starting

from the supposition that charge-transfer between the lamellae occurs

exclusively in 11 direction perpendicular to the aromatic surfaces[l4J,

The schematic representation of charge-transfer between the lamellae picture in

figure 2,2 shows that .1u is independent of tile angle between the bedding plane

and the direction orlhe current, provided the electrons in the aromatic lamellae

possess a fairly high degree ofmobilily.

The conclusion therefore, is that the anisotmpy of the semi~onductance must be

attributed almost exclusively to the temperature independent constant R It is not

until the carbon content haR risen lo over 94% that this anisotropy becomes

strongly marked.
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When X-ray strike a crystalline substrulce,the regular alTangementof the atoms

gives rise to interference phenomena. Reflection occurs when the x-ray are

scattered at such an angle that the path-difference between the rays reflected by

two adjacent atoms is a hole multiple of the wavelength. When the angle of

reflection is slightly larger or smaller, Ihe rays reflected by neighboring atoms

will somewhat differ in phase. For more distant atoms Illis phase-difference may

build up to such a degree as 10cause the intensity of the reflected radiation to
fall to zero,

The crystalline regions existing in coal (crystallites) are so small that the "more

distant" atoms which are necessary to cause zero-intensity, are "absent". This

explains why the diffi-actionpattem reveals wide diffuse bands. Moreover, it

should be bome in mind that coal is only partly eomposed of crystalline material

and that the three dimensional arrangement is not regular. As a result the

compton (incoherent) scattering is relatively strong and therefore has an

appreciable effect upon the x-ray pattern. It has been established that compton

dispersion produces the continuous back-ground of the x-ray pattern, which is

also dependent on the scattering angie. With crystalline ~'lIbstancesno such

background is observed.

The first X-ray examinations of coal were carried out by Mahadevan[llj (1929).

Of the more recentwork done in this field special mention should be made of the
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Warren's[l7] work on the structure of amorphous carbon and carbon black,

introduced their turbostratic lamellae modeL They look upon coal molecules as

flat polycondensed aromatics (lamellae) whose average dimensions and degree

of ordering increase with rank. A number of lamellae showing paraJlel

orientation coalesce to form one crystallite.

Riley explains the softening of coal at higher temperatures by assuming that the

small lamellae become mobile on heating and then act as a "lubricating agent"

for the bigger ones.

The diameters of the lamellae as determined by Riley and co-workers differ

considerahly from the micelle dimensions given by Ba.nghaml181.The former

found that in the range of rank betwcen 60% and 90% carbon the diameter of

the lamellae increases very slowly from about 19A to about 2lA and then

increases rapidly up to about 30A at 95% carbon figure 2.3.

o
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Fig 2.:5" C')',lallite diameter, determined flyX-my measurements. according to Riley

Hirsch, on the basis of Ills investigations, developed a model that may be looked

upon as a refmement of Ril<fs modcl. He distinguishcs between three types of

stmctures that may be described as follows figure 2.4.
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Fig.2..4 Structuralmodel of co~l,~ccording to HIRSCHM,

d = "Opcn structure"; b = "Liquid structure"; { = "Anthrncitic structure",

, Pore Structure
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l. The "open structure". This structure is characteristic of the low.rank

coals in the range upto about 85% carbon. The lamellae are cormected

by cross-links and are more or less randomly orientated in all

directions, thus constituting a highly porous system.

2. The "liquid structure". This is the typical structure of the bituminous

coals in the range from about 85% to 91% carbon. In this structure the

lamellae show some orientation, which s«:ounis for the fonnation of

crystallites comprising two or more lamellae. The number of cross-

links has decreased considerably. Pores are practically absent

3, The "anthracitic structure". TIiis type of structure is especially

common in high.rank coals with a carbon content of over 91 per cent.

The cross-links have disappcarea altogether, the degree of orientation

of the lamellae with regard to each other has increased greatly. This

model suggests that tlle porous sy~tem becomes orientated during the
anthracitic structure stage.

Even in the case oflow-rank coal Hirsch succeeded in proving that the aromatic

clusters have a slight degree of orientation parallel to the bedding plane.
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Experimental Study

Coal samples were collected systematically from different depths by making

bore holes in Barapukuria. The Barapukuria coal deposit is situated in an area

of the shallow basement in northwestern zone of Bangladesh. Barapukira is

situated under the Parbatipur thana ofDinajpur district. The latitude of this land

is 25Q31'45". 25°33'5" N and longitude is 88°57'55" .88Q58'55" E. Total

area covered by coal deposit is ahout 5.25 sq. km in Barapukuria. Depth of coal

ranges from 118 to 508 m(1,2).The total in-situ geological reserves is estimated

to be about 300 million metric tones. Twenty samples were collected from each

boreholes GDH.38 and GDH-39 at different depths (160-450m depth to top) of

Barapukuria The samples were preserved in airtight polythene bags.

3.2 ProximateAnal)'sis

The proximate analysis is essentially an examination of the suitability of coal for

combustion or for coking purposes. The proximate analyses involve the

detennination of the over all composition of coal and is in reality, the

detennination of moisture content, volatile matter content, ash content, and fixed

carbon (by difference) content. Proximate analyses were carried out according to

ASTM standard 03172(3),
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Sample Preparation

The collected samples were first broken up into small pieo;s and spread on trays

for drying. The dried samples were then gfO\md into fine powder by mortar and

pestle and passed through a 250 /UTI(60 mesh) sieve. Tyler USA standard sieves

were used. The powder was stored immediately in air light oontainer to avoid

water absorption. Before each measurement, the samples were again dried in

order to ensure absolute drying.

Moisture content

The moisture content of coal was dctennincd as per ASTM standard D317311)

by measuring the percentage weight lo~s of a sample. The sample (~19) was

maintained under controlled condition'> (107 :t 3°C) in an inert atmosphere for

1hr. Moisture content was detennined by the following formula:

where

(w+w)Y\OO
Moisture content % -= ' ,

w
w =weight ofthe sample before air drying

WI = weight loss in air.

W2 = weight loss in oven,

Ash cunrent

The ash content is defined as the incombustible material, which remains when a

coal sample is burned The amount of ash was determined by burning (about 1

to 2g) of a coal sample in an adequately ventila1ed muffle furnace at a

temperature 725:t 25°C as per ASTM 03174 (1].
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A porcelain (.1Ucihlecontaining Ig of moisture free sample was placed in a cold

mume furnace and was gradually heated to redness at such a rate as to avoid

h ~, (welghl of Gsh)xlOOAs rontent,,0" --~~~~_~ ~
weight of moisture free coal talron

mechanical loss and rapid expulsion of volatile matter. The ignition was

continued until a constant weight is reached at a temperature between 700 and

750°C. The crucible was then allowed 10 cool in a desiccator and the weight was

taken as soon as it became cold. Ash content wa.~ determined by using the

fonnula:

Volatile matter

The volatile matter content was detenruned by measuring the loss in weight per

cent. About 1g of moisture free coal sample was put into the reactor and air was

expelled from the tube by passing argon gas for about 10 minutes. 'I1le air free

reactor tube containing the sample under the flow of argon gas was put inside

the tubular furnace which has already been heated to a temperature of -950°e,

After 20 minutes the reactor tube was removed from the furnace and was

allowed to cool under argon flow. The difference between the weiglrt of the

sample before and after the experiment was considered as the weight loss due to

emission of volatile material.

(w-w),<}ooVolatile matter, % == __ ~, _
w

w =weight of the sample before experiment,

WI =weight of the Rample after experiment.
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Fb:ed carbon

The fixed carbon value was determined as per ASTM D3172[1] by subtracting

from 100 the resultant surmnation of moisture 0/0,volatile matter %, and ash <)/"

i.e., Fixed carbon % = 100 - (ash% + volatile matter % + moisture%).

CalorlDc value

The calorific or heat value of a coal is a direct indication of the energy content.

It is 4lI important property for dctenninillg the usefulness of coal. The calorific

value was detennined as gross calorific value. For fuel analyses of coal, the

calorific value was determined with a bomb calorimeter by isothennal method as

per ASTM D328dll. In the isothennal method, the calorific values were

detenruned by burning 19m. weight of the coal sample in Oxygen under

controlled condition3 at a pressure of about 2500 KN/m1 and the calorific value

was computed from temperature obs"rvalions made before and after the

combwrtion.

3.3 Infrared (IR) spectroSCOP)'

Introduction

Infrared (IR) spectroscopic study provides valuable infonnation about the rank,

variation of the constituent groups with carbon content in coal structure, and as

well as the nature of the aromatic s~tcms. TIle IR spectroscopy was ftrst used by

Cannon and Sutherland[4,SIon coal materials in 1945. As coal molecules have

complex structure, it becomes more difficult to interpret the spectrom because of

the partial or even complete overlapping of characteristic bands.
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Principle oUR spectro~opy

Infrared radiation refers broadly to that part of the electromagnetic spectmm

between the visible and microwave regions. Infrared radiation in the range of

wavelength (1.100 1JJll)is absorbed and converted by an organic molecule into

energy of molecular rotation. In a molecule total energy (Emol) comes from

various souroes, like translational, rotational, vibration and electronic etc. Thus

Emol= Eu- + Ernl+ E.1o<tnmi•• Rotational spectra result from the absorption of

photons by molecules with the complete conversion of the energy of molecular

rotation. Whereas vibrational spectra results due to the absorption of radiant

energy by the molecules thereby changing in the energy of molecular vibration.

Vibrational spectra appear as band~ rather than lines because a single vibrational

energy change is accompanied by a number of rotational energy changes. The

frequency or wavelength of absorption depends on the relatiVe masses of the

atoms, the force constants of the bonds, and the geometry of the atoms.

Band positions in infrared spectra are presented either as wave numbers or wave

lengths. The wave number unit (em-I) is used most often since it is directly

proportional to the energy of the vibration.

Band intensities are expre!t~ed either as 1ransmitumce (T) or absorbance (A).

Transmittance is the ratio of the radiant power transmitted by a sample to the

radiant power incident on the sample. Ab~orbance is the logarithm to the base

10, of the reciprocal of the transmittance; A = 10gIO (lIT).

r':l\, -r,
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There are two types of molecular vibrations: Stretching and bending. A

stretching vibration is a rliytlnnical movement along the bond alcis such that the

interatomic distance is increasing or decreasing. A bending vibration may consist

of a change in bond angle between bonds with a common atom. For example,

twisting, rocking, and torniona! vibrations involve a change in bond angles with

reference to a set of coordinate arbitrarily set up within the molecule,

Sample preparation:

Potassium bromide (KBr) pellet teclmique developed by Schiedt[6] has become

the most popular method of obtaining illfrared spectra of coals over the other

technique, because, (KBr) does not produce specific absorption in the region 2.5.

In the present work, KBr pellets of coal were prepared by mixing "'lmg of dry

finely powdered raw coal with," 300mg of KBr. TIle mixture was fmely milled

in a agar crucible for two minute and then prcs~ed into a pellet of 13mm dia

under 20,000 ISs, PSI in an evaquable die, '111eresulting pellet was very thin

and transparent. Since KBr is hygroscopic, the pellet was dried overnight in a

vaculUn oven at lOS"C and then kept in a VaCU\lmdessicateI' to avoid any

moisture absorption,

3.4 X-ray Diffraction Stud)"(XRD)

Working procedure for taking XRD pattern

Coal samples were crushed into fme powder using mortar and pestle and then

powder was sieved through 200 mesh seive. The coal powder was mixed with
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silicon vacuum greeze. The paste like materials was taken as thin layer on a

glass substrate in an area of I xI.Scm2• X-ray powder diffraction was carried out

using Cu Ka radiation at 30 mAl3SKV. X-ray diffraction system made by

Seifert and Co. Germany, Siefert XRD 300'0 P Cn Ka radiation was used.

Calculation of lnterplanar spacing

The Bragg equation for the first order diffraction is \.Vfittenas:

2dw.lsinB ""n1

where, dw is the interplanar spacing

e is the angle of diffraction

Ais the wavelength of the X-ray radiation used for diffraction (i.e. A =l.S418A)

3.5 D.C.electrical measurements
3.5.1 D.C. Conductivity (theory)

Electrical conduction is the transport of charge carriers through a medium under

the influence of an electric field. The rate at which an element of charge dQ is

transported over an area A in a time dt is given by the current, i '" dQ/dt =

nqVDA, where n is the number of charge carriers, q is the charge per carrier, and

VD is the drift velocity of the charge carriers. The conductivity (Ohm.lm']) is

defined by a = idiVA, where d is the sanlple tllickness in m, A is area in m! and

V the applied voltage. Assuming the electric field E to be uniform across the

medium, i.e. E=V/d.

cr=qn).t

If there is more than one type of charge carner, the conductivity is

•
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In any particular system the number and mobility of the charge carriers will

depend upon the ma1eria! and the experimental parameters of voltage,

temperature and ambient atmosphere. If the material is crystalline or oriented,

the conductivity will depend on the direction \Vithrespect 10 some molecular axis

in which the measurement is made. These dependence can be expressed by

writing:

11. = 11.(1', f);

IF" flfT, V.Z); and a= orT,V.7.)

where T represents tempera1ure, V the applied potential, and Z the direction in

which the measurement is being made.

Phenomenologically, the conductivity is obtained by measuring the current

flowing through a piece of the makrial and using the sample dimensions to

calculate a from the equation:

d .a= -,
AV

where d(m) is the sample thickness, A it~ area (m'), and V the po1ential aGJ"OSS

the material in volts.

The usual type of electrical measurement has involved measuring the current as

a function of potential, temperature and in some cases ambien1 atmosphere. The

conductivity and its change with voltage, ambient atmosphere and temperature

are then related to the physical processes thought to be occurring in the materia!.

.f", ",, .c,.'
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Frequently, it IS found that the conductivity varies exponentially with

temperature T according to the equation.

0= O"nexp(-ErikT)

where k is the Holtzman's constant and Er the activation energy,

The resistivity is the reciprocal of conductivity.

Therefore, p = ~ = P. cxp(Er I kT)

The activation energy Er can readily be evaluated from the slope of the linear in

p vs. Iff plot, which describes the nature and types of carrier involves in the

conduction process.

3.5.2 Appllmtm

(a) Polisher: A metallographic specimen polisher type MSP-2 of Shimadzu

Scientific Instrument Company Ud., Japan, is used to polish the samples,

CAMBIMENT special silicon carbide grinding paper with grit numbers

320, 400 and 420 are used.

(b) Die : Die is the shaping unit of powder specimen. Die may be of different

shape and size depending on the required specimen dimension. To

prepare samples of required dimension, a die is designed and fabricated.

Two steel blU'llof same diameter (0.05m) are used for the fabrication of

the die. A circular hole (female) of diameter a.Dlm and thickness D.005m

is dug on to one of the bars using a lathe machine and the other steel bar

is cut to fit the inner dimension of the female which acts as male. Two

cylindrical bats of length 0,005 m and diameter 0.01 m are also made

between which sample powder is to be place for pressing.
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(c) Electroding: Silver paint was pasted at opposite flat faces of the dry

polished specimen for a good electrical contact During parting, a care

was taken to avoid the short circuit condition. Then the specimen were

kept in precise order for several hours for complete drying of the paint

before taking resistivitymeasurement.

(d) D.C. Power supply: Model: 140u-160 of Me1ronixcorporation, Tokyo,

Japan of high voltage d.c. power supply was used for measuring the

conductivity of all the specimen. The unit was capable of supplying d.c.

voltage from 0-150 volts with current range ofO~3.5A maximmll.

(e) Keithley Electrometer: A digital Keithley electrometer (model 614 of

Keithley Instrument Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, USA) is used for resistance

measurement. TIle Keithley 614 electrometer is a versatile instrument,

which measures a wide range of de. voltage, current resistance and

electric charge. This electromcter call measure current as low as 10.14

amp. Voltage sensitivity is IOftV to 20V with an input impedance of

greater than 5xIQ13 Ohms. R<l~islanccsensitivity ofthis model is from 1

Ohm to 2x lOll Ohms using the constant current technique. Charge

sensitivity (nC) is from 10 fC (10.14 Coulombs) to 20nC (2:><10.s

Coulombs).

(f) Specimen chamber with an inbllilt heater: Specimen chamher and the

heater are designed and fabricated in the worbhop of Bangladesh

University of Engineering and Technology, Dhaka. A schematic diagram

of the chamber alongwith its accessories is shown in figure. 3.1. This unit

is basically consists of three main parts, namely, the iron tube, the sample

holder and the electric heater.

•
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An iron tube having inner diameter of 0.06 m and of length 0.3m is used. The

lower end of the tube is closed by welding a cireular piece ofiron sheet At the

upper end of the tube one flat iron sheet (0. 1m) with a circular hole (diameter

O.06m) at its centre is welded. Another iron sheet with a hole of the same

dimension is welded to an iron tube of dianleter O.06m and of length 0.05m. A

rubber gasket is placed in between the two iron sheets. The upper portion can be

fixed to the lower portion by screws. The top opening is closed tightly with a

perspex stopper. Two copper leads (electrodes) which hold the specimen holder,

two lends for heater connection and the thermocouple lire passcd through the

perspex stopper.

A thick layer of mica sheet is placed on to the insidc waH and bottom of the iron

tube for electrical irululation. A nichrome heating coil is wound around the outer

wall ofa Pyrex tube of diameter O,04m and oflengtll O,lm, The coil is covered

with China clay. This heater is placed at the bottom of the specimen ehamber

and the heater terminals are connected to the leads pa~sing through the ~lopper.

For this experiment a Cromel-Alumel thermocouple is used.

3.5.3 Experimental procedure

(I) TwoProbe method

A Keithley 614 electrometer is uscd for llle direct measurement of resistance at

different temperatures. For raising temperature, the chamber of the specimen is

heated by the inbuilt electric heater within the specimen chamber, Resistance is

measured at every 1 millivolt increase of thermocouple reading from room

temperature to 500K on different samples, This operation is repeated for

different samples. The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 3,2,
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where,

(U) I-Vmethod

Coal is highly resistive, the direct method of measuring 111econductivity is not

the best way to choose because in that case the voltage across the specimen is not

knO\'ffi, The Keithley electrometer is connected parallel to meastlre the voltage

drop across the resistance R, A constant current d.c. power supply is used to

supply desired voltage. Firstly, the voltage drop across the resistance is recorded

by varying the total voltage drop across the specimen is then found out by

subtracting the voltage across resistance from the total voltage and fmally 111e

current across the specimen is calculated by using the following relation:

V,!s=-
R

Vll.= voltage across the resistance

R = resistance in series with the specimen

I,= current through the specimen

From these sets of data the various curves are dra""n.

Precautions

Precautionary meastlres are necessary at every mep of any such mcastlrement.

First of all it is ensured that the chamher of the specimen holder is dried

otherwise elTOfwould he introduced in the readings. 'TIle sealing is checked from

time to time for the confirmation that no Illoisture from atmospherc entered into

the chamber. The measurements have to be done carefully so that the specimen

does not touch the body of the chamher. Heating is done carefully for thc

temperature variation so that the rate docs not exceed 0.4 Klmin for ensuring
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that the temperature of the specimcn and the Ihennocouple are approximately

the same, The chamber is properly screened to avoid pick ups. Continuous care

is taken against any abrupt discotUlcction of power supply,

Working fonnula

The resistance of the specimen is obtained from the data of the I.V method by

the relation:

v,, =
, I,

where, v =v,
v, = voltage drop acro~s the specimen,

I, = current through the specimen and

r, = resistance of the specimen.

Resistivity p is calculated from the measured resistance of the sample, from the

thickne'ss, of the specimen and the area of electrodes by using the following

relation:

1 d
cr=-

" A

where, r. = resistance of the specimen,.

d = thickness of the specimen and

A = area of the electrodes.

Then the curves IOglOI'd< \'S, 1!T(K1) drawn.
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3.6 Instrnment used in a.c. conductivity measurement

The Hewlett.Packard Model 41nA LF impedance Analyzer is used for

measurements of dielectric properties and a.c. conductivity of coal samples.

The HP Model 4192 A LF impcdance Analyzer is a fully automatic, high

performance test instrument. The 4192A improves efficiency and quality on the

development and production of many types of complex components

semioonductors, and materials, Complete network analysis of devices such as

filters, crystals and audio/video equipment plus evaluation of the impedance

characteristics of their circuit components can he performed. Ihese te~1.scan be

performed using test signals equivalent to those found under actual operating

conditions.

The two measurement display section, DISI'LAYA and DISPLAY B provide

direct readout of the selected measurement parameter:; with 4'/z digit resolution

along with the appropriate units. In NORMAL mode operation the 4l92A

performs approximately five measurements per scoond. The 4192 A also

provides and AVERAGEmeasurcments mode.

Approx. one measurement per second) to obtain measurement data of higher

resolution and repea1.1bilitythan is pO~Jsihlein NORMAL measurement mode to

perfonn approximately ten mCilRuremenlsper second.

The 4l92A can provide measuring frequclle~',OSC level. and d.c. bias voltage
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(impedance measurement only) equivalent to actual operating conditions. The

sweep capability of the built in frequency synthcsi7'er and d.c. bias source

permits quick and accurate measurcments. 111ehuilt in frequency s)nthesizer

can be set to measuring frequency ""ithin thc range from 5.00 Hz to 13 MHz

with 1mHz maximum resolution. OSC level is variable from SmYto 1.1 Y rms

with lmV resolution (5mV for levels higher than 100 mV). The internal d.c.

bias voltage source (impedance measurements only) provides :t 35V in 10 mV

increments. Measuring frequency or d.c. bias voltage can be automatically or

manually swept in either direction.

The 4192A employs certain functions which make the best use of the

intelligence capability of its microproccs<!or.This microprocessor based design

of the hardware makes operation of the 4192A simple, yet improves

perfomJanceto realize the accurate measuring capabilities.
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The materials offer a very high re8i~tnnccto the passage of clcctric current under

the action of the applied direct current voltage are co~idcrcd as electrically

insulator or dielectrics. In these materials electrostatic field can persist for a long

time and sharply differ in their basic electrical properti~ from conductive

materials.

The dielectric is detennined as a 8llb~tancewhose basic electrical property is thc

ability to be polarized and in which an electrostatic field can exist, and the

dielectric materia! as "an elcctrical engineering material possessing the

propertk~ of a dielectric but the electrical insulating materia] is defined as a

dielectric material used to prevent the leakage of electric charg~ in electrical

engineering devices!1]".Thus strictly speaking the tenn dielectric material is

broader than the tenn "insulating material". The resi:-aively of electrical

insulating material has a fmite and extremely high value that lies between 105 to

1012ohm_m.The higher the resistivity of an electrical insulating material, the

better its quality. The active dielectrics acquiring an increasingly wider

importance in present day engineering play an active role due to the variability

of the properties under the effect of various factors is used in various devices, for

instance in many types rarlio-electronic apparatus. Active dielectrics include

ferroelectrics whose pennittivity varies appreciably with a change in the

intensity of the electric field and temperature. Piezoelectric which generate

electric charges under the action of mechanical strcsses and conversely, cbange

their dimensions under the action of an electric field, electric's which can be
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regarded as electrical analogs ofpennanent magnets because they are capable of

preserving an electric charge for a long time etc.

Measurements of dielectric constant, loss factor, dipole moments, relaxation time

etc. have been investigated by scientists during the past half-century. The studies

of electrical properties of dielectrics have been largely stimulated by many

attractive devices like high capacity condenser, radio-electronics, automatics

high voltage insulator, piezoelectric devices, and dielectric amplifiers also in the

integrated circuits. Recently there have been systematic attempts to explain the

macroscopic behaviors of the dielectrics in terms of the atomic and molecular

structure of the materials and chemical bonds.

If C is the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor with a dielectric medium

between the plates and Co is the capacitance of that capacitor with vacuum

between the plates, then the dielectric constant of dielectric materia! is

el = CICo

The relative permittivity E is illl important property of the dielectric materials,

which affect~ the capacitance of any circuit. The capacitance of the parallel plme

geometry is given by.

C = E' Eo Aid, = E'Cn

where Co = Eo Aid

'A' being the plate surface area and d is the spacmg betwcen the platcs. 1bm for

given dimensions. C is propoJtional to <:', which can be affected by the

frequency of the applied field, temperature and pressure,
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4.2 Types of dielectrics:

All dielectrics can he subdivided into two classes:

i) Polar (Dipole) dielectrics,

ii) Nonpolar (neutral) dielectrics.
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This cla~sification is extremely important when electrical, general physical and

chemical properti~ of mailer are considered. A molecule of any matter consists

of separate parts (atoms or groups of at0111S,ions), each having a defmite electric

charge-positive or negative. The interactIOn forces between these charges

determine, the mechanical strength ofthc matter'n Since the algebraic sum of all

the charges in a molecule of any substance is equal to zero a substance in a

sufficiently large volume does not display an electric charge (if only it is not

electrified by the action of some outward cause).

-q

The dielel-tncs in which the polar

molecliles have pennanent electric

dipole moments are called polar

dielectrics, where as the molecules in

the dielectrics have no pennanent

electric dipole moment, are called non-

poll\f dielectrics.
Fig.4.1:Diagramof a polarmolecule

The magnitude of the electricmoment of 11 molecule is

IJ.= ql
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where q is the summary positive (or numerically equal negative) electric charge

of a molecule, and I is the ann ofthe dipole. In most cases the electric moment of

polar molecules is of the order of 10.]0 C.m.

It stands to reason that 1=0, in the molecules of non-polar matter and therefore

).l=o.

Symmetrically arranged molecules (having a center of symmetry) arc non.polar

since in this ca'le the centers of gravity both of posi1ive and negative charges of a

molecule coincide with the center of the symmctry of the molecule and therefore

with each other (in this case the sign of the charge of separa1e atoms and ions

from which the molecule is built may even be disregarded). Conversely,

asymmetric molecules are always polar.

The electric dipole moments in polar molecules lead to align tllemselves with an

external electric field. The aligJmlent will no1 be completed but increases with

the increased electric field and also as the temperature is decreased, because the

molecules m.e in constant thermal agitation[2.51, In non-polar molecules they

acquire alignment by induction whcll placed in an electric field, TIle external

electric field tends to separate the negative iUldpositive charges in the atom or,
molecule,

4.3 Dielectric polarization mechanism:

When ehternal electric field is imposed Oila dielectric substance the electrically

charged particles with their displacement arc ordered in space. These ordering of
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electrically charged particles with in the suhstance i~ called polarization. TIus

cause the formation of an electric moment in the entire volume of the dielectric

and in each separate polarizing particle (atom, iOIl,molecule).

Under the influence of the external electric field different processes of

polarization takes place due to the distortion and 'l.lignment of the molecules and

their average orientation change, Both the distortions ofthe molecules and their

average orientation changes as the field changeR. Different types of polarization

(i, e, Electr01UC,molecular and orielltflliOtml polari.cation) occurs at different

range of frequencies figure 4.2. Electronic polarilation occurs in all atoms or

ions can be oooef\'cd in all diclectrics irrespective of whether other t;rpes of

polarization are displayed in tlle dielectric. for a very short duration, (of the

order of 10.11 see) i. c. the time of the period of oscillations ofU- V rays.

Dipole
orientational

~

Atomic

@
@

Electronic

No field

-E

---- --------- --------- ---- - ---- I
,,,,,,,,,, I

lo"l iT 10"

I
to"

Frequcncy(Hz)

10'
,
lO'

--------_._- - ----------------------------

FigA ,2. Dispersion of molar polarisation in a dielectric (schematic).
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Atomic polarization is observed in the infrared region for the polar molecules.

Dipolar mole.:ules show orientational polarization, which is directly

proportional to the local field strength and inversely proportional to temperature.

Polarizability reflects the properties of an individual particle of matter and not of

a certain very large volume of it and is a most important microscopic electrical

parameter of a dielectric. Both polarization and electrical conduction are caused

by the motion in space of the electrically charged particles of a dielectric and

therefore there is a certain affinity between these two phenomena. During

polarization (at least during electronic, ionic and dipole polarization) the charges

linked with the definite molecules of matler are brought into motion. These

charges can't leave the confines of a given molecule. Whereas electrical

conduction is caused by the motion (drift) of free charges (carriers) which can

move in matler over comparatively largc distances.

Polarization takes place in all the molecules of a dielectric and it is its 'bulk'

property. The physical picture of polarization of a dielectric may be represented

as a negligibly small displacement in space of a very large number of charged

particles ofmatler.

When a dielectric is placed in an electric field. the charges of a non-polar

molecule suffer a small displacement. Under the influence of an eJ-1emal field,

diel~ries both polar and non-polar, behave in the same way. It can be imagined

that these dipoles in the applied electriC' field can have excess negative charges

on the surface and positive charges on the orro~ite stllface as shown in the

figure 4.3.
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Fig. 43 (a) and (b) Behaviour of a polar molecule in the absence and in the presence of
electricfield.
(c) and (d) Bebaviour of non-polar moleculesin !he absence and in the presence
of electric field.
(c) Polari711tionof a dielectricin an electric field.

!fthe surface area A of a parallel plate capacitor is much greater than the square

ofllie distance between plates, d1 tben we can sllYthat the electric field between

the plates is uniform and perpendicular to the surfaces.

Suppose a vacuum exists hetwcen the plates and the surfaces are electrically

charges with density '5' then from the theory of electro-magnetism in Co.S.

units the intensity ofthe electrostatic field between the plate is Eo "'"41tS and the

potential difference is given by (PO = Eod. Let us insert a dielectric substance

between the plates and maintain the surface electrical charge density S, then the

electric field intensity between plates is E= 41tS/E, where E is the dielectric

00"",",'
Thus E = ElEo'

In actual practice the dielectric constant is defmed by the use of the electrical

capacity C. Since the capacity of the parallel plate electrical capacitor is given
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by, C= SAJo\J - A!41ld, if we denote the capacity of a standard substance with

known dielectric constant, E) by and the capacity of the substance to be

measured with dielectric con!rtant E~ then the unknown quantity EZ may be

measured from

C1! C~= E]! EZ,

Linear dielectrics show a direct proportionality between the electric moment P

(induced moment) acquired by the particle during the process of polarization and

the intensity E of the electric field acting on the particle

P=aE

111ecoefficient of proportionality a m the above expressIon is called the

Polarizabihty of a given particle. Since a IS defmed in 1enm of dipole moment.-

its magnitude will 00 a measure of tbe extent to which electric dipoles are

fonned by the atoms and mole.cules, These may arise through a variety of

mechanism, any or all of which contribute 10 the value of ct.. 11ms the total

Polarizability can be written as the sum of the individual poJarizabilities arising

from one particular mechanism i, e.

a=< ct"+ c;"' e~d+ eli

where the terms on the right hand side stand for electronic, atomic, orientationa1

and interfa~iaJ Polarizability respectively, We like to fOcus our attention to the

electronic, atomic and orientational fXllarization.

4.3.1 Electronic Polarlzability;

Electronic polarization is the displacemenl of electrons with respect to the atomic

nucleus, to the more precise form .- the dl.~p1acement under the action of an

external electric field of the orhjt~ in Which negatively charged electrons more

around a positively charged atomic nucleu\, In an atom there is a positively
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charged inner shell ~urrounded by electron clouds having symmetries determined

by their quantum statesI6.S]. The electron clouds are displaced slightly W.r.t. the

positive cores when a field is applied.

The electrons have natura! frequencies equal to, or higher than those of visible

light. The strength of the induced moment Ile for an atom i~proportional to the

local field in the region of the atom and is given by

J.!t= a.E.

Where a. is called the optical PolarizabiJity. it is sometimes also referred to as

the electronic Polarizability.

Homopolar neutral dielectrics (i. e. without ionic ~tructure) poss~sing only one

type of polarization, namely electronic polarization satisfy the equation

V=-,JE or E =v"

which is the corollary of Mall.wcll's theory. Where v" is the refractive index of

light rays and E is permittivity.

In general, atoms with many electronR tend to have a larger Polari:wbility than

those with few electrons. As the outer electron shells are not so strongly bO\md to

the nucleus, the outer electronic shells will conlribute more to a. than to

electrons in the inner shells. Therefore, positive ions will have relatively small

polarizabilities compared to tJle corre~ponding neutral atom~. Reverse is free for

negative ions,
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4.3.2 Atomic PolarizabiliQ':

An electric field can also distort the arrangcment of atomic nuclei in a molecule

or lattice. The movement of heavy nuclei i~morc ~lllggishthan electrons so that

atomic polarization can not occur at such high frequencies as electronic

polarization and it is not obscrvcd above infrared frequencies. In the molecular

solids it is observed from vibrational spectroocopythat the force constants for

bending or twisting of molecules, are gencrally much lowcr than those for bond

stretching, so one may expect bending modes to make the major contribution to

atomic polarization. The magnitude 01-atomic polarization is usually quite

small. often OIllyone-tenth of that of electronic polarization, although some

exceptions. In ionic compounds the eJl'cct can sometimes be very large. For

instance tIlere is a special contribution in the case of crystalline sodium chloride

from a relative shift of all the positive ions w.r.t. negative ions.

4.3.3 Interfacial PoJarl7.ahlllty:

In practice a material have regions of non-unifoffility and impurities may be

pre~entas a second phase. Due to tIle transport of charge cllO'icrsinterfacial or

space charge polarization occurs which causes a pile up charge, either of the

dielectric metal interface or against inhomogeneties within the bulk of the

dielectrics. This produces distrihution of the electric field. The image charge

induced by the accumulation of charge at the barrier produces an effective

dipole. In 11 real crystal there exists a large number of defects such as lattice

vacancies, impurity centres, dislocations and so on. Free charge carriers,

migrating through the crystal, under the influence of an applied field, may be

trapped by or pile up against a defed12J.The effect of tIlis will be the creation of
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a localized accumulation of charge, which will induce its image charge on an

electrode and give rise to a dipole moment. lbis mechanism causes interfacial

Polarizahility (0.;)

In heterogeneous materials, there is usually an intetfacial polarization arising

from the accumulation of charge at structural interfaces.The non-polar materials

generally show variation ofpemlittivitv in the infrared as well as in the optical

region. In addition, dipolar material~ show orientational polarization. The three

atomic or molecular polarizabilities Ue. a.., and Ct<ilead to a general

classification of dielectric materials. All dielectrics will fall into one of three
groups:

a. Non-polar materials which show variations of pennittivity at

frequencies in the optical range.

b. Polar materials having variation of pemJittivity in thc infrared as wcll

as the optical region.

c. J)ipolarmaterials which in addition, show orientatioml polarization.

4.4 Dielectric loss Mechanism:

Orientation of molecular dipoles i~ iI relatively ~Iowprocess in compariSOllto

electronic transitions or molecular vibrations which have frlU]Uellciesgenerally

abovc 1012 Hz. Furthennore. it does not consi~1sof unifol111swit.ch in the

arrangement of all molecules; it is more in the nature of slight adjustment of

thcir average orientations in the face of continlled thennal agitation. If sufficient

time is allowed iller the application of an dedrie field for the orientation to
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attain equilibrium will the maximum polari7ation. corre~pondingto the highest

observable dielectric con~!ant. If ample time is allowed, then the observed

dielectric constant is called !he static dielectric con~tant E,. On the other hand, if

the polarization is measured immediately after the field is applied allowing no

time for dipole orientation to take place, then the observed instantaneous

die1cl1rieconstant dcnoted E"" will be low and due to defomlutiona1 effecl~

alone. Somewhere in between these extremes of time ~cale there must be a

dispersion from a high to a low dielectric constant.

When electric field is applied acros~ II dielectric substance the power is lost by

some amount is generally kJ10\\1]as diekctric loss, This is thc general term

detennining 1Jlepower loss in an electrical in~\llation both at a direct and an

alternating voltage. The di~sipation factor (tan 0) in a dielectric is II usefi.ll

indication of the energy lost as heat. In rcference to the energy loss dielectric

materials are divided into high loss materials and low loss materials. Ceramic

materials are high loss materials. Polar organic materials are typical high loss

materials.

For mathematical interpretation suppose we are applying an ahemating electric

field E, of amplitude Eo and angular fi'egueney fl1,

therefore E = Eo cos ffit. (l)

1bis will produce polarization, which alternates in direction, If the frequency is

high enough the orientation of any dipoles which are present will lag behind the

applied field. 1bis can be expressed as a phase lag oS in the electric displacement.
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(2)

(5)
(6)
(7)

(3)
(4)

Eo for many

where

ond
Therefore

D=Docos(wt.S)
= Docosrot. cosO+ Do sinro1. sinS
=D1 cosrot+ Dz sinrot.

D1= Do COSO,
D2 =DosinS

It is observed experimentally that D is directly proportional10
substances, so we canwrite

D1=e'Eo
Dz=e"E.
D= e' E. cosro1+ e"Eo sinrot

:. D) = e' Eo'" DocosS
D2 = e" Eo= D. sinS

:.tana= e"/e'
11 is convenient to combine these two quantities into a complex dielectric

constant or relative pennittivity E* = E' - iE"

1'=1'0"""

;

The meaning of the real and imaginary parts may be readily apprecia1ed by

considering the material in a capacitor (capacitance Co when empty) as shown

figure4A. -- --- - - "
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

«(I) (oj

Fig,4'oj AC lossc\ in ~ dlclcwic: 1(1)Clrcuil dLaenlm (/') Argand diagram of
complex currcl\l-V0Ilage rl'inuol1,hil' -
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The current I which flows in the external circuit after application of an

alternating voltage given by the real part of V = Voe;<>tmay be calculated as

follows;

I =E*Codv!dt
=imE*CVo

= mCo(E", iE')V
This implies that we have II capacitive compollcnt of tile current,

I, = im CoE'V

which leads the voltage by 900, and II rcsistivc component

IR = mCo"'''V

which is in phase with the voltage. Work can only be done by the latter

component and the physical meaning of the mefhl quantity 1.'Ul15previously

defined becomes apparent:

tanS = e"!E' = Energy dissipated per cycle!Enert,'Yslored per cycle.

E" is called the dielectric loss factor and tan i) is u~ually called the dielectric loss

tangent or dissipation factor. e' and e" are experimentally observable

quantities, which may be used to characterize the dielectric dispersion over a

range offrequcncies.

111Cchange ofthc clectric field with time hring~a ncw tem1s E"Eo sinmt into D.

This E" is proportional to the energy loss in a dielectric, normally the loss

caused by the scattering of electric energy as ion heat{l2]. If the frequency (l) is

very small, the second loon of equation (7) can be neglected and D approaches

D = e 'Eo. When molecules with dipoles fife present in an oscillating electric

field, they absorb from or give energy 10 the electromagnetic field, their own

energy being in the fonn of oscillation or rotational energy,
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Whenmolecules try to tum 10the direction of the electric field and thereby move

about molecules, oscillation energy and rotation energy are induced in the

surroundings when a molecules system is constantly mO"1ng9-12]Ul an

oscillating electric field towards the direction of lower potential energy, the

energy absorbed from the electromagnetic field bcoomes higher than timt given

to the field, the energy differencebeing lost as heal energy.

4.5 Dependence of Permittivit)':

Dielectric constant, dielectric loss and electrical conductivity are the basic

electrical parameters of coal. Dielectric constant and dielectric less characterize

the electrical bchaYiof$ of insulators, thc electrical conductivity is the

characteristic of a conductor, Coal is \:onsideredto be a semi conductor since the

sp. resistance of bituminous coal ranges from I x lOS to 1 x 1012ohm - m and

the anthracite has a values ranging from 1O-l to 101 ohm-m. TIle dielectric Loss

is c{)mbination of dielectric constant and conductivity. The pennittivity E

depends on the changeable external factors. such as tbe frequency of applied

voltage, temperature, pressurc, humidity, particle size etc.

4.5.1 Dependence- of E Oil fl'equenq';

The time required for electronic or ionic polarization to set in is very small as

compared with the time of voltag<lsign change (i. c. with the half period of

alternating voltage) even for the highest frequencies. For this reason the

polarization of dielectrics distinguished till!)' by a deformational mechanism of

polarization whosc duration is for very short period as compared with thc
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voltage half period. We have no right to ex-pect that any practically essential

dependence of E on the frcqucncy should appear ill such dielectrics. The

permittivity of non-polar dielectrics docs not depcnd on frequency when it

changes within very broad limits. But it is different for dipole polarization.

When the frequency of alternating voltage increases the value of E of a polar

dieleclri" at first remains invariablc hut beginning with a certain critical

frequency when polarization fails to settle itself completely during one half

period. E begins to drop approaching at very high frequencies the values typical

of non-polar dielectrics.

4.5.2 Dependence of E on temperature:

Temperature does not affect tbe process of dectronic polarization in non-polar

dielectrics, and the electronic Polarizahility of molecules does 110tdepend on

temperature, However, due to a thernlal eJqmnSlOllof matter, the ratio of the

numbcr of molecules to tlle elfeetive knglh of (hI: dielectric diminishes when

temperature increases, for which reason E should also diminish in this case.

The nature of dependence of permittivity on tem~rature Illil)' be different in

solid ionic (linear, i. c. not ferroelectric) dielectrics. In most cases an ionic

mechani~m of polarization il1crea~es E when the tcmperature grows. In some

cases, the value of E may diminish when the temperature rises, particularly in

those substances in which ionic displacement intellSifies the internal field and

thereby the electronic polarization (for example TiO2 and ea Ti OJ)
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In most of the cases in polar dielectrics in the low-temperature region the

molecules can't orient themselver.. With the increase of temperature the

origination of dipoles is facilitated and tltis increases pennittivity. As the

temperature grows the chaotic tllennal oscillations of molecules are intensified

and the degree of orderliness of there orientation is diminished.

In the case of chemically individual polar matter having a distinct melting point

there can he observed a jump !ike change in E during melting. Sometimes the

dependence of pennittivity E of dielectrics and also the capacitance C of

capacitors on temperature are estimated by me~ns of the temperature co-efficient
of permittivity

TC =! dE
• "iT

and the temperature co-efficienlof capacitance

TCe =!.- de
C dT

4.5.3 Dependence of E on humidity:

In hygroscopic dielectrics with E smaller tltan E of water, tlle pcnnittivity is

noticeably increased with moistening. Of course it is difficult to utilize as a

positive factor an increase in the capacitance of a dielectric under moistening.

For example in capacitors sine", moistening appreciably deteriorates the

important parameters of a dielectric, i. "'. deerease resistivity increase..~a

dielectric loss angle and reduces electric strength.
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4.6 Electrical conduction mechanism in solids

Electrical conduction in insulating solids may occur through the movement of

either electrons or ions, There may be contribution to the conductivity from

several different types of carriers, notably electrons and holes in electronic

conduction~ and cation and anion pairs in ion conduction. In mag!: of the

insulatingmaterials, it is very diffcult to observe any electronic conductivity and

whatever conductivity there is. it usually depends on the movement of

adventitious ions. Therefore (a) ionic .;onductivity and (b) electronic

coudae/ivil)' are all important in there 0\\11 way in insulating solids. Again, the

(a) lOldcconduction

In bulk material ionic condudioll occurs due to the drift of defect under the

influence of an applied electric field. Tlw degrcc~(,f ionic impurities. which may

bc totally ignored in the contcxt of other properties, may have a significant effect

on conductivity. A theoretical expressionmay be derived, for the current density,

flowingthrough a sample, on the basis of a simplemodel and is given by

.fa Smh(eaE/2KTj

where E is the electric field and "a"' J~ the dj~tallce between neighbouring

potential wells,

electronic conducitivity may be 01' 0) band conduction and (ii)

(tunnelling) conduction within localized level, il) the forbidden gap.

hopping

(b) ElectrOldcconduction

(i) Blind conduction: Electronic conduction in insulating solids may differ

in several important ways :/Tomthc more familiar kind in metals and
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lllorgamc semicondudors. Thai is not to say that thcy are separate

subjects and indeed, the well-known band theory of alomic lattice hus

provided the cssential busis or concepts for the discussion of conduction

in solids, as in polymers.

In crystalline solid like silicon, where many aloms strongly interact,

splitting of energy levels occur. Sets of energy levels for tv.'o continuous

energy bands, called the valence band and tlle conduction band.

Hopping conduction: Disorder in a lattice affects bolh.the energetic and

spatial distribution of electronic states. For a random distribution of

atoms the density of electronic encrgy states tails into what is nommlly

the forbidden zone and the electrons in these tails are localized. When the

electrons are excited to higher energy, conduction via localized electron

implies discrete jumps across an energy barrier £i'om one site to the next

as sho\'ffi in figure 4.5,

'-"""

1
---,Mohl",

!\,

1"-'.j.!j n"""",, of ,'"lton_1c,,,r,, ",,,h''''''In' hoi."" ,<iJ'''''' "'""cOl ,H,d oy , PoL,",I".,,,,,gy h"""

An electron may either "hop" over or "tunnel" through the top of the barrier, the

relative importance of these two mechanisms depending on t1le shape of t1le

barrier and the availability ofthennaJ energy,

j
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GDH-38 and GDH-39 nre the two boreholes of Barapukuria coal mine from

where coal samples were eollcded \0 il1\'<::<tigaleph)sical, structural iUld

electrical properties. For all sorts of investigations some high quality coal

samples were selected. To investigate the ph~'sical characteristics of the coal

samples, proximate al1:llysis and for slmctural characteristics, IR spectroscopy

and X-rn;,' dintactioll studies IV(.'repcl101111ed.In order to observe the d.c.

electrical bchaviour, some sdeekd coal samples ofGDlI-3R and GDH-J9 wcre

analyzed as the function o1'\'oltage, klllpcra[llre, tllickness hy 2 probe metllOd.

Resu Its of different aJlaly~is are discussed in the following sections:

5.2. Results of Proximate Anal)'sis

'l1]c results of proximate analysis for lh.: coal sample., Ofl1O['"hole GDl-l-3~ and

Gl)] 1-39 ilre ~hO\\11in tahlc (5. I) ami Llblc (5,2) rcspc'ctivcly.

i\Ioistun

lvloislurc con1cnt genera tlv \'ari,-,~li-olll 1"',,-:15"n. (klle! a!lv 1<l\\'muisture levels

ilre dc~if[\blc_ ,\s hieher the mOisture <:onkllL the 100wr [he energy vallle or a

coal. Moisture play'S an impr'rl'lIlt rok ill th~ rC,ldioIlS of combustion. D1C

results show lhal tbe moisture ,:ollkn1 ,)1' the il1\'~stigat~d ~a11lpk, are low and

below 3.75 \\1% for almost all of u]~ ~nmple~
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Table 5.1: Physical Properties ofGDH-38 ofBarapukuria Coal

GDH-38 Depth Moisture Ash Volatile matter Fixed carbon Calorific Value
(,;,) wt% %db. %daf. %daf. KJIk

I 200 3.57 I 12.15 36.08 48.20 26757

202
,

3.20 11.76 35.56 49.48 27567I-
205 3.33 9.57 35.55 51.55 28332

339 2.95 4.45 36.45 56.15 ! 29256

340 2.60 4.20 36.75 56.45 30814

345 2.25 3.30 37.25 57.20 28948

I
348 2.95 3.67 36.50 56.88 29201

.
354 2.15 3.26 33.62 60.97 28995

365 2.10 2.95 35.26 59.69 29650

366 2.17 7.25 34.33 56.25 29727
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~
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Table 5.2: Physical-Properties of GDH-39 ofBarapukuria Coal

:;l
{j
~
~

~

~

i
".-
~
~.~

28556
28325

29230

28193

29989
29387
--
28596

28978

------
29115

Calorific Value
KJ,
29131

Fixed Carbon
%daf.--
57,15

57,79
--
58,05
---
60.24
--
59.18
--
60.14

59.20

61.61

57,68

56,99

30.76

30.77

28.67

29.45

29.48

9.67

10.25

2.76

3.33

2.85

3.20

3.28

In

186

189

193

195

Depth Moisture i ASh~ Volatile matter
(m) wt% ~ _ %daf.
i72 i 3.25 I 6.75 32.85

I !
176 I 3.40 7.86 i 30.95

__ ~_-- __ ! I
179 I :lA5 ! 8.75 i 29.75~-- ---,------ ' ' -
1l:>2 I 295! 9.25 1 27.56

183 r .'10 I 7.36_1 30.36

5.76 I
I 7.28 I
I 6,87 I

GDH-39

,
•
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The ash content of coals can vary from 5% - 25~'o and is composed mostly of

silica, alumina, calcium and iron oxides, The ash conlent is minimal and varies

from 1 to 12 percent with an average value of 6,26% for coals of borehole

ODH-38 and about 7.98% for coals of borehole GDH-39. The upper most

layer ofGDH-38 at depth 200m has maximum ash content and decreases as the

height increases hut at 366m the a~ihcontent is also high and dra.<;/icallylowered

to 7.25%. The GDH.39 borehole ha.~the highest percent at the depth 195m. Ash

content is found to bc in the range of2%, to 12% on received basis in boreholes

ofGDH-38 and GDH-39.

Volatile Matter

Volatile matter generally varies from 2%--40%. These Volatile include lighter

aromatic hydrocarbons, complex oils, tars, phenols and other chemicals. TIle

amount of volatile matter in coal is important be-cause they directly affect the

quality of gas produced and need to be removed before using as a fuel. The

volatile matter conlent of coal sample of GDH-38 varies from 33% to 38% and

those of GDH-39, samples varies from 270/0- 33% OIl dry basis (db). The

volatile matter cootent of the salllpies show that the Barapukuria coals are high

volatile bituminous type.

Fixed Caroon

TIle fixed carbon conlent of coals of GDH-3R varies from 48% _61% and those

of GDH-39 sampl" varies from 57% - 62% on dry a.~hfree (daf) basis. TIus

indicates that on the average 65% of carbon in Jhrapukuria coal are aromatic in

nature.

I

~
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Calorific Values

TIle calorific values of the examined samples arc considerably lligher in

magnifl;ldc,The calorific values of the GDH-38 samples varies from 26500

kJ/kg to 31000 KJlkg on moisture and ash free basis. TIle calorific value of the

GDH-39 samples varies from 28000 KJikg - 30000 KJikg. As the rank of the

coal increases the calorific values also increases, These values were found to

eonfinn with the theoretically calculated valUes according to Fon-esterf1J.The

Calorific values were found to he in the rauge of 26000KJ;kg _ 31000KJlkg.

The calorific valUes of the samples show that the Barapukuria coals are high
bituminous type.

The proximate analysis reveals that Barapukuria coals are classified as thc

higher rank of bitununous coal and can be used in heating and for power

generation. At the same time Barapukuria Will can be used for chemical
extraction.

5.3 ResuIb of X-ra;"diffractiun

To study X-ray diffraction, coal samples of GDH-38 and GDH-39 are•••
considered ani- shov,," in the figurm 5,1.5.:1. By ~1udyingX-ray dilli-action

pat/ern it is possible to comment whether the coal samples are crystalline or

amorphous in nature. As the carbon content Increases. the coal tends to fonn

crystalline structure and for er:.-'stallinesolid sharp peak is found. If broadened

peaks are found then it indicates to the formation of small crystallites[ZJ.From

the investigated coal samples no sharp peak is found, rather all the
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diffractograms nrc continuous cmvcs with initial broad peak betwecn 4" and 20"

(28) on which more or 1c~_~diffused peah are superimposed indicating the

largely amorphous natme of coal.

The structural arrangement of coal increases up(o the formation of organic

macromolecules of flat shape with the increase of coal rank ali well as Wi1J1the

increase of carbon cOrr!ent n1C carbon hexagons are considercd to be embryos

of the graphite arrangement. Every lllacromokeuic has several carbon hexagons.

which make a planar pattern. At the higher sInges of conlillcntion, the carbon

embryos arrange themselves into parallel positions and come closer, leading

ultimately to a regular periodicity in the vertical direction. So with increasing

coalification, the interplanar spacing of carbon hexagonal planes decreases and

approaches a regular crystalline structure to that of graphite.

5.4 Results oflR Spectroscopy

Coal is a highly variable and complex mi;...1ureof organic and inorganic species.

The inorganic fraction is primarily composed of mineral species. The greater

proportion of the coal is made up of relatively low molecular weight structural

units, which are COlUlectedby various types ofbollds such as covalent (alkyl or

ether, oxygen and sulftlr bridges) and non-covalerr! bonds; hydrogen bonds and

Vander Waals' forces[3]. The standard bands and 1J1eobserved bands are ShO"'l1

in table 5.3.

j
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Table 5.3: The standard bands and the observed bands.

GDH-38 GDH-39 Standard coals Assignments
Dcoth-340m De th-186m Band Position

34-75 3365 3300 -OH Strelchin~-NH Siretc .
3030 . aromati" C.H ~,
29-1-0- ali hatic C-R Strclchin )

'-- 2915 291) 2925 oCR, (Stn:lchingl, -CH,@tretching)
i 2860 ali batic C-H Stretch;
I I 1700 C 0,

1591

I

] 595 ! l(,OO aromatic C C SlTelching)

I
1575 Conderu;ed aromatic ring C C, ether arom.ltiC C C

(Stl'ctcltina,- --- ,
I.J--IJ i 1.\43 ,

14-50 aromatic C C (Slretc~~ -ell, (assymetric deformation),,
II -CR, ("c~~or deformation

>-- I
1380 -CH~.k,;ymetric ddimnation), cvelie -CR,

1117.1J3.1- 1028 1300-1000 Phenolic and a1collOlieC-O Sll'~lchin- I Cor-G-C"
C" o-C~
C",-O-C.,.

911 900 700 aromatic bands
866,807,800 860 aromatic Bee roc )insi ,

748 I 747 750 Benzene condensed """"0 I 530
466 465

&l.;;
~
~

~

~

i
b.'~•S':: u:
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Two samples, one from GDH-3S and o11K'rfrom GDH-39 were studied by

inn-ared (IR) spectroscopy using the KBr pellet technique, The IR spectra of

these coal samples show similar rcsult~ nnd suggest the similar carhon skeleton

having same functional group and mineral maHer prcsent in coal. 'Ibe spectra of

the coal sampleofGDH-38 at depth 340 m Rnd thal of(lDH-39 at depth 186 m

are shovlD in the figures{5.4) and (5,5) respectively. 11}e scnle of ordinate for

both the samples rJ~same (i.c, 4000 - 400 cm.i wave number). Comparing with

the standard hand positions it is observed that both the sample ofGDH-38 and

GDH-39 exhibit the same naturc, The sample of (;DI1-38 (340m) and GDH-

39(186m) show a hand at 3475 cm.1 and 3365cll1'] This reveals that this band

is due to the presence of -OH (stretching). --NJ'I (stretching). Both the samples

show a hand at 2915cnfi, which is nearly the s"tandard band at 2925cm-1 This

may be due to the stretching ()f -CH; and -Cfh Band are obServed at 1591cm.1

and 1595clll.
1
of GDH-38 and GDH-39 S1U11ples,and which is close to the

standard wave number 1600cm'], due to the effect of stretching of aromatic c=c
ring. For the both samples, bands are observed al 1443Clll-1 and where as the

standard band is found at 1450cm.l. This may be due 10 the stretching of

aromatic C=C ring, or aSYlll1Jletricdeformation ()f -eH; group or scissors

deformation of -CH2 group, For thc coal sample of GDH-38 tv.o bands are

observed at I 117cm-] and I 134cm'1 and for the sample of GDH-39 11 hand is

observed at 1028cm'l ,which are found in a wide range of (I000-1300)cnlJ•

This band may he due to the stretching of phenolic and alcoholic CoO structure

or C,..-O.C.,. or C.1-O-C.1structure, For the sample of GDH-38, three bands are

observed at 866crn'\ S07cm'] and 800cm-1 and thcse may be due to rocking

aromatic HCC in single.
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Forth~ coal sample ofGDH-:l9. a band i, <)b~d'\\::d<1191 IClll.j and thi~may be

considered for aromatic bil.nds,For the sample ofCiDH.3!l and (tDH-J9. bands

are observed at 748cm" re~pceti\'dy which is similar to standard band at

750ellli and this may be due 10the nClllcne rin&~or condell~edsyskm,

5.5 Results of Elcctl'icall\1casuremcnti<

5.5.1 I-V Charactedstics
An impOltant role of COntilcts is observed 011 the: l'csul1s of electrical

measurcment on any material. Due to thi~ role it is important to perfonn current

voltage (l.V) mea~uremellt to e~plore the b"haviour of the contact before any

filrther study.

To ~udy the I-V chnraclerbtics. hoth IUlllpand di~..,~lunplcswerc selected from

the boreholes of GDH-38 and GDH--39. The I-V plot~ for disc samples ar"

shown in the tigures 5,6.5,8, I\II the data arc recorded at room temperatuno.

The~e ]_.Vch,lraclcrbtic curv<Jscan be fitted to a relation of (he f0I111I = V"

where n is th~ power fnetor.By analY7ingtl1e~\lrve it can be conclud<Jdthat the

relation is nOllinear and the v:'\lueof n is not .exactlycquall0 unity. This mCall&

that the contacts arc not exactly of ohmic nntllre.

From Ille I-V CUlT" il is obs<OI'wdthai out of Ii tli~c~ml)pks of GDH-38 and

GDH-39. three samples of GDI'1-.18at depths 199, 206 and 179 nl are not

linear. For that rea~onI-\' charnckri~tjc&curv~shave been fitted (0 a relation of

the foml I=V11 The valuc of n haye been cn[culated fi'olll the eliI'Vefor di.ftcrcnt

samples and it is fO\llldto be 1.20, I .20 and 1.15 (Fig, 5.9-5.11), 11lis indicates

that the sampleSare not linear ill natur.:
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5.5.2 Results of d. c. resisthity as a function of Voltage

The resistivity of6 lump samples were analyzed as the function of voltage. Out

of them 3 samples were selected from GDH-38 and another 3 lump samples

from GDH.39. The voltage range was 0.150 Volts and the instrument was the

mode! of 140a-160 of Metronix Corp., Tokyo, Japan, high voltage D.C. power

supply, with current range of 0-3,5 A maximum. By measuring the current

using keithly 614 electrometer, resistance ofthc sample and thus the resistivity

ofthe samples were calculated. Voltage versus resistivity (in log scale) is plotted

in figur~ 5.12,-5.23 and it is observed that the variation of resistivity is not

highly affected by voltage variation but the -tt,eri~ to decrea~e. For tbe

measurement ofvohage variation, 6 disc samples were selected from GDH-38

and GDH-39. Out of that 3 samples were from GDH-38 and 3 samples from

GDH-39. A1l1hesamples showed the same nature for voltage variation.

5.5.3 Results of d. c. rl"sisthity as a function of temperature

To observe the resistivity as a function oftempcraturc, 4 samples ofGDH-38

and 4 samples of GDH-39 were selected. From the experimental curve it is

observed that an increase in temperature from 30°_60°C causes the resistivity to

decrease and after that increases uplo 180°C. Over this temperature, the

resistivity again stm1to decrease, It can be stated that the variation of resistivity

with temperature have not II definite trend, At different temperature it exhibits

almost the same nature lind the I3arapukuria coal is found to have similar

properties to that ~omeRussian and Indian coals[41.fig-5,24-5.31
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At lower temperature resistivity decreases, thc reason is that the impurity ion~

and llloi&1urecan play an important role in the flow of electric current. The

removal of moisture is accompanied by a characteristic change in resistivity, At

low temperature the moisture percentage i~high and the change in electrical

resistivity increases on evolution of moi~ture. Ai low temperature there is sharp

decrease in the resi&1ivity of coal. TIle relationship between the electrical

resisti .••.ity and temperature almvc 100°C for coals may be described by the

following formula depending on whether the sample is a semiconductor or a

dielectric.
Fr\<:"Pt=poe .,

fit = Po e!'/KT
where P1 = resistivity at gi.••.en ah~olute temperature T

E = activation encrgy,

K '" Boltzmann's con~lant

(1)
(2)

and Pois a eonst<mt.

when there is a change III the slope of the eun'c between tt:mperature anJ

resistivity, the result mny bc C'•••••plained by the Slimof two terms as below.
_Fn~'i _ E KTPt=role - r,~I}oel

1be first tenn of this combim:d equation will correspond to the mechanism of

conduction in the low temperature rcgion, while the second term will correspnnd

to that at high temperature1j1.

lbe activation energy of coal samples of GDH-38 ,md GDH-39 has been

quantitatively calculated from loglor'i' Vs Uf (K) curve.[5.32-5.39] The cun'es

show different knee at differcnt tcmperature and obviously different activation

energ)N.sl. The activation energy for various sampl~ has been shown in the

table 5.4.
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5.5.4 Results of D.C. l'csistivity as fWIction ofthkkness

Practically both the lump sample and disc samples ""'erestudied to observe the

variation of resistivity with thickness. It is observed from the graphical

representation that thc resistivity increases as the thickness increases tlgure 5,40-

5.42 and resistivity is greater for samples oriented perpendicular to the bedding

plane than that of samples oriente-dparallel to the bedding plane, On the lump

sample of equal thickness it is observed that the resistivity of all the samples

were greater when the sample orientcd perpendicular to the bedding plane than

the resistivity of the sample oriented parallel to the bedding plane.

5.5.5 Results of Ill.'measurCillcnts

To understand the polarization mechanisms III solid, the stndy of dielectric

constant and dielectric losses as a function of frcquency is most essential.

Measurements of dielectric properties help to detennine the real part of

conductivity, Re o{m) oftlle materials. To study a.c. propelties, 6 samples were

selected and over a large fi'equency range (10KHz _ 12 MHz) at room

temperature, the variation of dielectric constant E1(ro), loss factor E1/(ro} and real

part of the conductivity Re ('l'(m) is measured, From the experimental data and

curve it is observed that tlw dielectric constant gradually decreases as the

frequency increllses figure 5.43-548 and show~ a very simple variation 11tthe

frequency 7 x 106 Hz and increases upto 10'Hz. The gencral trend of decreasing

is oh~crved for all the samples but the magnitude of diclectric constant is

different for the different sampks It varies from 2.1 to 24,25. It is clear that at

low frequencies, the dielectric eon~1ant ,,"(m) is higher and decreases as the

frequency increases.
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At lower frequency (f -4 0) Ihe conductivily tends to zero and gradnally increase

as the frequency iIK1'cascs up to 6 x 106Hz. Above this frequency, lhe

conductivity decreases and above 8 x 106Hz, the conductivity again increases

upto 12MHz. All the sample~ have ~ho\\'n tIle same nature and also reveals tIlat

the effect of D,C. conduction hecomes increasingly prominent at lower

freqlLencie~[91figure 5.49-5.53.

As the frequency increases, the magnItude o[the dielectric loss tangent decreases

and thus decreases the diel.::ctric loss lador. At low frequency range upto 10jHz

the vallie oftan3 is not oh~crv<,dand thu<;€II = €' tan3 arc not calculaled. From

the expe:rimcnt.1l eurve it is oh~erved, lha! E\ill) decreases as tIle frequency

increase~. At 6 x 106Hz, to 107Hz E'i(W) im,rease~ figure 5.55-5.59.

The dieledric constant "I' n malerial \lsuall~' composed or rour cOl)tri1Jutions : (i)

ionic (ii) electronic (i ii) orientat i,'na I and (i \.) Sri1~~dlargc polarization's. All of

these may be operative at lo\\' fi'cqllcl1cie~. The larg'" milles of dielectric

constant at low frequencies c:>..hihilcdat room kll1peraltlre may be attributed to

space charge polarization. The space charg.: con1ribution wi1lusually depend on

the purily and perfection of the ~anlJllc. lIs influcnce is noticeable at low

frequency range.
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Fig. 5,38: Variation of d.c. rc,islivily of lump ,ample with) IT(K) (litcmpcrature)
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Table 5.4 : The activation energy for various samples

Index No. I GDH Depth (meter) Activation Encrgx ~ (cV)
I I 38 205 0.27.0.50
2 38 340 0...15.0.20-
3 3' 345 0.43
4 39 I 172 O.Y)
5 39 [79 0.24
6 39 [82 031
7 39 192 0.25
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Conclusion

The follo\\.ing conclllsiom cnn b..: drOlI1\ thll~l th..: rr,",sent study.

The B~lrarllkuriacoal mine i~sHun/cd in an area of the shallow basement in

the northwestern zone of Banglndcsh under tl1e Parbalipur Thana of

Dinajpur district. 111'"'total ar,)a of ,",oill deposit i~about 5,25 sq. km. Depth

of coni rang<:~irom 11g (0 508111. The tolal rc~cr\'es is c~;timated to b<Oabout

300 million metric tones. Twent~' ~amples \\'ere collected from each

boreholes GDI-!-38 and GDll"3') at ditfcrcnt (kplhs (160-450m depth to

top) ofT3ar:lpuklllia 10 investigate the e10drical behaviour orthis coal.

Proximali' analyses were c"'ITied out nccordin~ 10 .-\S'D"J standard.

Proximate analyses ddenllines llloi~urc,ash, volatile content and calorit'ic

value, From the proximate annlysis TIarapuklirincoals ar~ clas~ified as the

higher nmk of bituminous conI [lnd C[lnbc u~ed in henting and for power

generation, At the sume time Barapnkuria c0al~ cnn be used for chemical

e:\.1raction.

Infrared spectroscopic studics were perlonned for identifying the presence

of functional groups and tl"~oeiat~dmineral, matter in the Barapukuria

coal~, From IR ~udy it i~ aSSllllledtlml the coals sampk-s art composed of

higher aromatics,

From the X-ra~ diffraction patkrn no shmll peak is found rather all

djffiact("lgram~arc continuous curn:s v,'ithinitial broad peak between 4°.20"

on which more or less difIhsed peah arc 10 be superimposed indicating the

largely Ilillorphousnature o[ "OilI on th", ["1"111'11 iOIloj'smaIIcryslallitics.
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Electrical behaviour ofthc I3arapukuria coal ~ampksare studied by d.c. and

a.c. electrical measurements. nc. n;;sisti\!it~'oflhe coal smnples have been

measured as lllndion or voltage. temperature and thICknessby two pr"be

method.

From ]_V characteristics curve it is observed Ihill all the s<l111ples are not

exactly of ohmic nature since the curve is not a straighl1ine. Also the value

ofo (power factor) is not "'qual 10unity. For three samples the value ofn is

calculated and it is found to he 1.20, 1.20 and 1.15. To study resistivity a.~

function oftcmperatl\re and voltage. the tempera1ure range was from 300K

• SOOKand the voltage range was from O-150\' r>:spectively, TIlough the

variation of voltage has no1 11marked affect on the resislivity but the

temperature has a serious affect on the variation of resistivity. The variation

of resisti\'ity has no bll.'lic (rend. It is difficult to explain tllis anomalous

beha,.iour ofllle resistivity with respect to temperature.

The diekctric constant of the coal inereflS.c~with lI1<:re'lsmgdegree of

metamorphism or the maturity of the coal. The dielectric constant of the

coal may arise due to the presence {)r polarizable electrolls in the condensed

aromatic systems. The dielectric constant increa~e~ as the af011Hlticityin thc

coal stmcture il1creasc~ with the rank of coilL, TllC a.c. electrical

measurement has been cilnied Ollt on frequency variation at room

temperature.



Suggestions for future works

To give a general conmlent on the ch:dncal behaviour of Barapukuria coal,

a large numher of coal samples are to be sludied. Higher muk coal is

expected to be the form of graphitic in nature. Higher rank coal behaves as

an intrinsic s<:l1liconductor.

The temperature dependent a.c. conductivity can be studied in details to

interpret the polarization mechanism. Also low frequency dielectric

mcasmemenls may be performed with temperature variations.

The temperature has been raised uplO 200°C above the room tempera/me,

The varintiOll of resistivity with tempera lure variahon hns no definite trend,

due 10 this reason it is diflkll\l to interpret lhe c1cctridal behaviour within

the shOji range ofkmpcratufC, As the result shows some anomo[ic~. so th",

resistivity nehaviour Cilllbe ()hS~ly(d ill the high temperature range uplo

900K

For the thickness variation only di~c ""I1lf'lcswere used in Ihe pre~ent

study. A large number of lump .,.1Il1plc~from diflcrent depths fire to he
.mJdied,
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